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Message from the President
Michelle Webber
On July 1, 2020, our newly negotiated Collective
Agreement came into effect. The two negotiating teams
reached a tentative agreement on June 19th and the BUFA
membership ratified the agreement on June 30th, 2020.
Thank you to the many members who provided helpful
feedback throughout the process. Also, thank you to
members of the BUFA Negotiating Team for your hours
of hard work and resolve to reach a negotiated settlement.
In Article 24, BUFA was successful in negotiating a new clause that
establishes for the 2021/2022 and 2022/2023 academic years a minimum of
20 half-course or equivalent research-based teaching releases and a minimum
of 15 half-course or equivalent teaching releases based on levels of
unscheduled teaching. Applications will be due in October for releases in the
following academic year.
For the research-based releases, members will be asked to demonstrate how
their research and/or scholarly or creative activity results in workload
significantly beyond the expectations set out in Articles 24.03 or 25.01.
For the unscheduled teaching-based releases, members will be asked to
demonstrate how their unscheduled teaching results in workload significantly
beyond the expectations set out in Article 24.04. Members who apply in
October 2020 will be notified if they are successful by December 15, 2020.
For professional librarians, the equivalent of a half-course release will be
calculated consistent with Article 40.04.
There are still details to work out, but some conditions have been already
established about this new provision. Members may apply in each academic
year listed above for both types of release, but may only be awarded one or
the other. Members will not be able to bank a scheduled teaching release
obtained under this new provision. Members wishing to teach on overload
during the academic year in which the course release is used will not be able
to do so without the approval of their Dean. Importantly, nothing in this new
provision precludes an alteration to a member’s workload for any other reason.
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The Parties will jointly negotiate the guidelines and adjudication criteria for
workload releases in this new provision by September 30, 2020. If the Parties
are unable to reach agreement on the guidelines and adjudication criteria, the
Provost will make the final determination.
BUFA proposed this new provision as a result of feedback from members
who expressed concern about workloads not being adequately recognized.
However, the University would only commit to this provision for a two-year
period as a pilot project. After the trial run, your feedback about the process
will be invaluable to your next Negotiating Team.
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Rising to the Challenge: Reflections on a Round of Pandemic Bargaining
Larry Savage, Chief Negotiator
(This piece will appear in an upcoming issue of Academic Matters – OCUFA’s Journal of Higher
Education)
When the Brock University Faculty Association issued its notice to bargain in April 2020, the
Ontario government had already declared a state of emergency in response to the spread of
COVID-19 and Brock University had suspended face-to-face classes.
While we had anticipated a tough round of bargaining given the Ford government’s wage restraint
legislation, it quickly became clear that the pandemic would have an impact on the University and
collective bargaining process in a way none of us could have predicted.
After the University’s Administration signaled its
intention to move ahead with bargaining, even in the
face of COVID-19, our Union took stock of the situation.
We considered the merits and drawbacks of delaying
negotiations and ultimately decided to proceed by shifting
gears to rise to the challenge of pandemic bargaining.
First, we addressed the mechanics of bargaining. The
Parties agreed to bargain via videoconference and the
Union secured agreement that it would host the virtual
meetings using Zoom - a platform not licensed by the
University - in order to reduce the risk of privacy and
confidentiality breaches. While the Union used a virtual
breakout room to caucus, the Administration’s team used
their own separate platform. The Parties also agreed to a
system of electronic document exchange which included a
process for tracking dates, times, and changes to
documents shared and received. We typically exchanged
proposals within ten minutes of convening or reconvening
the videoconference. We ran into very few technical
problems during bargaining - the exception being a
neighbourhood power outage that was resolved easily
enough through a backup plan that allowed those members
who were disconnected to rejoin via teleconference.
Overall, the technology and accompanying protocols were
not overly influential in determining bargaining processes,
let alone outcomes. In fact, it is remarkable how familiar
the bargaining process felt despite being conducted
entirely over videoconference.
The real challenge was figuring out how to reach beyond
the virtual bargaining table to ensure that members
remained engaged. We recognized early on that we would
need to rethink traditional member engagement strategies
given that faculty and professional librarians were now
working from home and practicing physical distancing.
Here, our advance planning paid off. Our Contract Action
Team, tasked with supporting the work of the Negotiating
Team through member engagement strategies, had already
mapped the workplace and established an informal internal
communications network to encourage multidirectional
member discussion and awareness. Traditional in-person
engagement and mobilization strategies, however, would
need to be adjusted given the realities of COVID-19.

Unlike administrations or university boards, who do not
have to concern themselves with broad collaboration or
consultation to achieve their bargaining mandates,
academic staff associations must proactively engage and
mobilize a broad cross-section of members if they hope to
‘hold the line’ and resist concessions, let alone secure
bargaining breakthroughs.
Rather than roll over our contract in the face of the
pandemic, we redoubled efforts to connect with members
and resolved to not allow the Administration to use the
pretext of COVID-19 to gut our collective agreement.
While in-person conversations with members are always
preferred, COVID-19 made that impossible, so we had
to be creative and use technology in a way that would
bolster member engagement.
First, we developed video- and text-based bargaining
backgrounders for members to provide context for, and
underscore the importance of, the Union’s key bargaining
priorities. Beginning in April, backgrounders were
released on a weekly basis in anticipation of the first
official bargaining session in mid-May.
Second, after each and every bargaining session members
received a detailed bargaining bulletin reviewing what
proposals had been discussed and what Articles had been
settled. The bulletins also served to frame the issues for
members and often included a call-to-action in an effort to
keep members engaged.
Third, the Union used flash polls to gauge member views
on issues that popped up in the course of bargaining. We
also actively solicited written feedback from members as
part of every bargaining communication and made sure
to respond to every query and comment.
Fourth, we held General Membership meetings via video
and teleconference where we provided members with
updates and responded to questions.
Our approach was labour intensive, but necessary insofar
as we understood that the Administration would only take
us seriously if it was clear that members were
demonstrably aligned with the Union’s key bargaining
priorities.
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Our approach was validated when a number of wellrespected faculty members, not typically aligned with the
Union, wrote in to praise the frequency and detailed
content of the Union’s bargaining updates and the quality
of the Union’s engagement strategies. Online membership
meetings yielded record attendance and the volume of
member feedback received in response to the Union’s
bargaining updates was unprecedented. Members
responded positively to the Union’s overt efforts to
include them in the bargaining process and, by all
indication, gave them a greater stake in the outcome.
The level of engagement and the resolve of the
membership to have its key priorities addressed
emboldened the Negotiating Team to reject concessionary
demands and insist on a negotiated settlement that
members could be proud of.
The result was a groundbreaking contract that included
important gains for all segments of the bargaining unit.
The settlement included guaranteed minimum course
releases to compensate for extraordinary levels of research
output and unscheduled teaching, provisions for greater
scheduling flexibility, open searches for senior academic
administrative positions, and significant additions
designed to promote Indigenization and decolonization.

consequences of mandatory Saturday courses on students,
programs, and faculty members themselves. Having
members, more or less, speak for themselves not only
provided strong evidence against mandatory Saturday
teaching, but also demonstrated that the Union and its
members were strongly aligned.
Bargaining in the midst of a pandemic certainly had an
impact on the priorities and strategies of both Parties.
Uncertainty and anxiety were prevalent as a result of
COVID-19, but understanding that these emotions were
not exclusive to the Union’s membership was key.
University administrators and Board members were
equally, if not more, concerned about future enrolments,
the institution’s image, and the risk of a labour dispute.
Nevertheless, the Union made a strategic decision to pivot
and prioritize non-monetary issues like scheduling,
collegial governance, and Indigenization. We did this
because we knew the Administration could not credibly
invoke the feared financial fallout from COVID-19 as a
justification for refusing to engage with these key Union
priorities.

The tentative deal was reached after ten
bargaining sessions, without the
assistance or pressure of a third party,
and ratified before the expiry of the
The Union also managed to beat back the Administration’s
collective agreement on June 30, 2020.
proposals to introduce a teaching-intensive stream and
grant Deans the right to schedule faculty to teach on
The bargaining context in each round and on each
Saturdays. Maintaining contact with student leaders proved university campus is constantly changing. That means
key to derailing the Administration’s push for Saturday
academic staff associations must also be open to changing
their practices, structures, and strategies. Meeting the
teaching. Because the Union learned from students that
challenge of pandemic bargaining meant strategically fineAdministrators had made no effort to consult with their
organizations about the impact or desirability of mandatory tuning our priorities and adjusting our membership
communication and engagement strategies in ways that
Saturday courses, we were able to exploit this disconnect
would bolster our bargaining position, even in the face of
in bargaining. The revelation put the Administration’s
COVID-19.
negotiating team on the defensive and provided an
opportunity for the Union to amplify faculty concerns
The lessons learned from this unique round of bargaining
which, in many ways, dovetailed with issues raised by the
will undoubtedly help to inform and improve our Union’s
student leadership. At the virtual bargaining table, the
engagement and mobilization strategies in future rounds.
Union read out solicited feedback about the negative

Since 2014, BUFA has offered awards to students who have a minimum
average of 80% and who show commitment to community service. Awards
are $1,000 each. Five scholarships are awarded to undergraduate students
and two to graduate students. The graduate awards are made to two current
graduate students who have completed as least one semester of graduate
study with a minimum average of 80% and whose community service
focuses on equity and social justice issues.
Congratulations to the recipients of the 2020 BUFA Graduate Studies Scholarship Award:
Moe Constantine, Master of Arts, Critical Sociology
Carole Moss, Master of Arts, Social Justice and Equity Studies
We wish all applicants the best for their future endeavours!
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Health & Safety
Glenn Skrubbeltrang, Health and Safety Officer
This article is a transitional message that is saying goodbye to Jonah Butovsky who served BUFA
members as the Health and Safety Officer for the past three years. I know that Jonah represented our
membership well and he worked hard to enhance the health and safety of employees at Brock. I feel
comforted knowing that Jonah laid a foundation upon which we can build and continue to provide a
safe working environment for all members. I cannot thank Jonah enough for his help during our
transition, and the guidance he continues to provide as I take up this new position.
Two main Health and Safety issues are at the forefront. The first issue concerns the return to campus.
BUFA and the other unions on campus need to be meaningfully involved in planning for such a return. In the early days
of the pandemic, the Joint Health and Safety Committee was largely sidelined by the administration. This sidelining
needs to change. Worker members are adamant about the centrality of our role in making plans for a return to campus.
In addition to taking guidance from public health officials, it is important that we are actively engaged in discussions
that impact our members and the Brock community as a whole.
The second issue concerns ensuring BUFA members are provided with appropriate accommodations should they have a
bona fide medical condition. It is important for members to know that the Health and Safety Officer is available to
support them in the accommodations process. Members requiring assistance with the accommodations process should
reach out to me and to the BUFA Office.
I feel confident that Jonah has left the portfolio in a good position to support our members in these unprecedented times.
I encourage members with issues that relate to Health and Safety to contact me directly. I look forward to serving
BUFA members and I will be here should you have any concerns.

COVID-19 and the Academic Workplace:
Questions & Answers
COVID-19
Response Resources

2020 BUFA Committee Volunteers
With great appreciation, we would like to thank each and every one of our
members who support the BUFA membership by serving on various committees!
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OCUFA Wrap Up
Tim Murphy, Communications Director
The most recent OCUFA Board of Directors meeting was held virtually on May 8, 2020. The
majority of the meeting focused on the impact of COVID-19 on the priorities that OCUFA
continuously works to defend and advance: good jobs, university funding, and capacity building.
President Rahul Sapra reported that pre-COVID, the provincial government appeared to be
attempting to manufacture a financial crisis to justify cuts to services. However, Ontario does not
have a spending problem, rather it has a revenue problem. Given the anticipated loss of revenue
during the pandemic, there is a concern that the government may cut funding for post-secondary
education. Any potential government cuts would exacerbate the financial position of universities
given the likely decrease in international student enrolment levels. There is also concern for the well-being of precarious
academic staff. The number of courses taught by contract instructors has doubled since 2000, and across the province
over half of all faculty are now working contract-to-contract. Despite increases to student enrolment, the number of
tenured and tenure-track positions has remained essentially unchanged. OCUFA continues to lobby the provincial
government to provide adequate, predictable, and stable funding for the post-secondary sector.
There was also a discussion regarding the use of proctoring software. Specifically, Board members identified the
following concerns: invasiveness of these technologies; the need for privacy protections; and issues of academic
integrity. After the OCUFA meeting was held, Wilfrid Laurier University attempted to force students to purchase
external webcams for virtual proctoring but then reversed this requirement after numerous complaints from students.
The Board was updated on the Charter challenge opposing Bill 124 (Protecting a Sustainable Public Sector for Future
Generations Act). OCUFA is one of ten unions in a joint legal proceeding that is being coordinated by the Ontario
Federation of Labour (OFL). This process has been delayed due to the pandemic. OCUFA continues to prepare
documentation to support this challenge.
The Henry Mandelbaum Graduate fellowships for
Excellence in Social Sciences, Humanities, or Arts
winners were announced. These awards were
established to honour the first Executive Director
of OCUFA. The recipients must have
demonstrated academic excellence, have provided
significant community service, and shown
academic promise in their university careers.
This year’s fellowships were presented to Prerna
Subramanian, a doctoral candidate at Queen’s
University in Cultural Studies and to Fitsum
Areguy, a Master’s student in Family Relations
and Community Development at the University of
Guelph.

Members of the 2020-2021 OCUFA Executive Committee
President

Rahul Sapra (Ryerson)

Vice-President

Sue Wurtele (Trent)

Chair of the Board

Gyllian Phillips (Nipissing)

Treasurer

Mikael Eklund (UOIT)
Guatam Das (Lakehead)

Members-at-Large

Kate Lawson (Waterloo)
Michelle Webber (Brock)

The next meeting of the OCUFA Board of
Directors will be held in October 2020.

Day of Action: July 29, 2020
We invite you to participate in the day of action on
July 29th to amplify the voices of educators and students
and to urge the government to prioritize health and safety.
We call on the Ontario Government to invest in a safe
return to school for all students and workers by creating a
safe, well-funded, and equitable public education system.
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2020-2021 Executive Committee & Staff Contact List
President

Michelle Webber
Sociology

Extension 4411
mwebber@brocku.ca

Vice President

Dawn Good
Psychology

Extension 3869
dgood@brocku.ca

Treasurer

Jennifer Li
Accounting

Extension 4238
jennifer.li@brocku.ca

Grievance Officer

Jonah Butovsky
Sociology

Extension 4371
jbutovsky@brocku.ca

Health and Safety Officer

Glenn Skrubbeltrang
Accounting

Communications Director

Tim Murphy
Psychology

Equity Officer

Gale Coskan-Johnson
English Language & Literature

Professional Librarian Representative

Jonathan Younker
Liaison Services

Non-Tenured Faculty Representative

TBA

Member-at-large

Tim Ribaric
Library Systems & Technologies

Member-at-large

Heather Whipple
Library

Executive Assistant

Shannon Lever
BUFA Office, D402

Extension 4643
slever@brocku.ca

Administrative Coordinator

Joy Werner
BUFA Office, D402

Extension 3268
jwerner@brocku.ca

Administrative Assistant

Lise Fisher
BUFA Office, C409

Extension 6678
lfisher4@brocku.ca

Extension 4437
gskrubbeltrang@brocku.ca
Extension 4639
tmurphy@brocku.ca
Extension 5001
gcoskanjohnson@brocku.ca
Extension 4899
jyounker@brocku.ca
Extension 3268
bufa@brocku.ca
Extension 5358
tribaric@brocku.ca
Extension 4880
hwhipple@brocku.ca
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